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Building a Convergent Advanced Manufacturing Cluster in Northeast Ohio

In December 2021, Northeast Ohio became one of 60 finalists in the Economic Development Administration’s
Build Back Better Regional Challenge. Of the 529 applicants around the country for Phase 1, the NEO proposal
is the only Ohio finalist. Below is a description of the overarching concept and related projects submitted to
the EDA. The EDA will announce final decisions for up to $75 million in investment in September 2022.

This proposal invests in new initiatives and leverages existing work using a regional approach with equity
threaded throughout. Across all of the component projects, an EDA investment of $75 million will be matched
with $40.4 million. Anticipated outcomes include 13,119 jobs created, 6,986 jobs retained, and $1.075B
generated in private investment, and projected $12.339B GRP growth within 10 years.

Northeast Ohio (NEO) is transforming from a rustbelt legacy economy to one that is more competitive,
innovative, and inclusive. The region is a powerhouse of manufacturing with nearly 10,000
highly-concentrated manufacturing companies, constituting a critical hub in America’s supply chain. Our
industrial history has created momentous opportunities around competitive advantages, disruptive
technologies, and nationally significant assets. It also has left conditions of extreme disinvestment and
inequity, including some areas with incredibly high rates of poverty, such as Akron (24%), Canton (31%),
Cleveland (33%), and Youngstown (35%). The region’s transformation potential, and resulting supply chain
resilience, is inextricably linked to the solutions to these challenges.

NEO makes the hard tech pieces and parts – the tangible components that can be assembled into technology
systems – that run the world. The North Star in this proposal is to become the world’s most advanced and
resilient hard tech supply chain and is derived from MAGNET’s Blueprint for Manufacturing in Northeast Ohio,
which plots a course for transformation via cluster strategies. The Blueprint advances a theory of change
focused on building platform initiatives to help our innovation clusters: 1) develop equitable talent, suppliers,
and ownership, 2) invest in emerging advanced technologies, 3) accelerate product commercialization, and 4)
align the leading networks and organizations.

As the nation seeks to decarbonize the economy and improve energy
and supply chain resilience, hard tech manufacturers are innovating
rapidly in areas including electrification and sustainable materials.
Building on the Blueprint’s platform initiatives, this proposal strengthens
a convergent cluster focusing on the intertwined technologies of
energy storage and advanced materials. These technologies promote
tremendous interdependence among the organizations and supply
chains in our region’s driver sectors, including aerospace, electric
vehicles/automotive, medical devices, and polymers. To capitalize on our
assets in these fields, the region intends to bolster a dynamic and
innovative cluster that values technology convergence, open
innovation, and technology adoption.
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Why Now and Why Is This Different?
NEO is experiencing tremendous growth in hard tech manufacturing that, coupled with reshoring trends and
national recognition that supply chain and energy vulnerabilities are solvable in places like Ohio, opens a
window of opportunity to advance this cluster. Intel, a nationally important contributor to supply chain and
energy resilience, announced in January 2022 that it is building a new $20B factory here. The chipmaker said
the plant could become “the largest silicon manufacturing location on the planet,” which is just one example
of Ohio’s potential. The state’s hard tech capabilities, including in advanced polymeric materials, are central
to why Intel chose to locate here.

NEO has engaged in manufacturing cluster development for decades, which lays the groundwork to advance
this convergent cluster. However, this is different from previous efforts because the region is aligned behind
the Blueprint vision and is willing to collaborate to a degree not previously seen. Regional partners reached
beyond their usual footprints and outside their typical partners to identify ways to thrust NEO forward.
Organizational leaders recognized that business as usual will end up leaving NEO behind in the long-term, and
opted instead to create collaborative connections and interdependencies for the sake of tremendous
potential growth.

Industry-wide platform initiatives emerged from recognition that many manufacturers in NEO have a legacy
mindset. The pace of advanced manufacturing adoption has been slow among supply chain companies; and,
the industry is disproportionately white and male in the rank-and-file workforce and executive and ownership
ranks, which does not reflect the values or diversity of thinking the region needs if it is to be truly
competitive. The existence of platform initiatives creates the conditions for this to succeed.

Coalition Members and Component Projects
This proposal strengthens a convergent cluster by 1) leveraging and advancing platform initiatives, and 2)
advancing new initiatives that support cross-cutting innovation.

While led by a single organization, each project is bolstered by many others, each committed to their
individual role and to engaging with one another to maximize results on behalf of NEO. In fact, more than
150 institutions, civic groups, public officials, and regional companies offered support to this proposal. These
include public and philanthropic groups, such as JobsOhio and The Fund For Our Economic Future; higher
education institutions and Team NEO’s Talent Development Council; equity-centered initiatives and
organizations; incubators, accelerators and capitalization organizations, such as JumpStart and Youngstown
Business Incubator; numerous federal grants to associated organizations for related work; the Smart
Manufacturing Cluster; and existing clusters in aerospace, medical devices, energy storage, and polymers.

Corporate partners are engaged in a variety of ways such as matching fund contributions and job creators. A
non-exhaustive list of private sector partners includes: Eaton, Moen, GM/Ultium, Goodyear, Bridgestone,
Continental, Parker Hannifin, Avient, Avery Dennison, Swagelok, Cargill, Alloy Precision, MVP Plastics,
Inductive Ventures, Lordstown Motors/Foxconn, Torque Transmissions, McAfee Tool and Die.

Note: Per EDA rules, no funds can be directly awarded to private companies, although corporations are both
donors and key partners on most initiatives.

Key Partners with
Project Leads bolded
(not exhaustive)

Project Title and Description Requested EDA
Investment (est.)
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Governance

MAGNET, DEI Leads,
Operating Board
Members

Overall cluster and grant management, equity implementation,
and evaluation. An industry-led governance structure bolsters a
dynamic cluster coalition of business and commercialization
intermediaries, equity-focused civic organizations,
philanthropy, and national assets.

$4.9M

Platform Initiatives: Equity and Commercialization

MAGNET, GCP, 11
Academic Inst., DEI
Orgs., YBI, 5 Mfg.
Sector Partnerships

Equitably Developing Diverse Companies. This project serves as
a platform initiative for the other component projects,
addressing the issues of diversity in workforce, leadership, and
company ownership.

$14.1M

JumpStart, Inc., DEI
Orgs., 6 ESP Partner
Orgs.

Commercialization Growth & Access. This project serves as a
platform initiative, seeking to expand commercialization
capabilities to increase startup diversity and underrepresented
business growth.

$10M

Convergent Technology Initiatives Around Energy Storage and Advanced Materials

University Hospitals
Ventures and
corporate partners

Care at Home (Medical Devices). This project seeks to establish
a smart medical device open technology platform drawing on
energy storage, advanced materials, and commercialization
components.

$6M

BRITE Energy
Innovators, YSU,
EGCC, and corporate
partners

BRITE Labs Expansion (Automotive & EVs). This construction
project seeks to expand R&D, commercialization, and
workforce spaces supporting energy storage innovation for
electric vehicles and driver sector applications.

$9M

University of Akron,
GAC, and corporate
partners

Polymer R&D and Production Facility (Polymers). This
construction project seeks to improve R&D and
commercialization space to innovate and test new polymeric
materials for use in automotive, aerospace, and key sectors.

$17M

Ohio Aerospace
Institute,
Manufacturing
Works, NASA, AWT
Foundation, Parallax
Advanced Research

Materials Innovation in Aerospace (Aerospace). This project
seeks to establish an accelerator program that drives aerospace
growth by readying advanced materials research for
commercialization.

$8M

County of Cuyahoga,
Cities of Brooklyn
and Euclid, CSU, and
corporate partners

Resilient and Green Energy Infrastructure. This construction
project seeks to install energy microgrids in industrial districts,
transforming manufacturing energy utilization with smart
technologies and renewable resources.

$6M
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Engaging Community-Based Organizations
Twelve community-based organizations will be represented on the Operating Board; 80+ public and nonprofit
organizations and 2 unions have committed to participating in components; 15+ equity-serving civic
organizations will support the engagement of underrepresented groups.

Operating Board partners include Team NEO; Fund for Our Economic Future; regional chambers of commerce
from each of our major metropolitan areas – Greater Akron Chamber, Greater Cleveland Partnership, Stark
Development Board, and Youngstown-Warren Regional Chamber ; equity-focused civic organizations – Akron
Urban League, Northeast Ohio Hispanic Center for Economic Development, and Urban League of Greater
Cleveland; America Makes Manufacturing USA Institute; NASA Glenn Research Center (observer); and
MAGNET. Each of these organizations represents a unique network of organizations and perspectives.

Similarly, each component project represents a network, as described in their narratives. Complementary
platform initiatives include organizations focusing on R&D, entrepreneurship and capitalization, supplier
development, and workforce development.

This application was submitted by MAGNET: The Manufacturing Advocacy & Growth Network, a nonprofit
economic development organization dedicated to growing Northeast Ohio’s manufacturing industry, in
collaboration with the State of Ohio and Governor Mike DeWine; JobsOhio; and dozens of public and private
partners.

Please email bbb@manufacturingsuccess.org with questions or for additional information.
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